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The little WW2 Cookbook with a story of its own 

While the National Library of South Africa (NLSA) receives various unique and special 
publications through Legal Deposit, every once in a while, a donation simply stands out.   

In this instance it’s the rich story of a special donation made by a lady named Danielle Dillon.  
Danielle contacted the NLSA’s Librarian, Benita Snyman, in May 2017, to enquire about 
donating a cookery book compiled during World War 2, to the NLSA.  Continue reading the 
interesting tale of the little WW2 Cookbook.   

 
Good evening from sunny Florida! 
 
I am a South African born and raised, and I have been living in the U.S. for a number of 
years. 
 
The reason for my email is to enquire whether your library has any interest in receiving a 
book I own.  
 
It is a hard-cover book published during World War II called “Victory Cookery Book”, and I 
think it is possibly of historical significance? It was “produced” by the South African 
Women’s Auxiliary Services, Gardens Branch, Cape Town prior to 1941, and it has a 
photograph of Mrs. J.C. Smuts on the cover.  
 
I cannot find a publishing date, but there is a handwritten inscription inside to my aunt Dora, 
and that is dated August 1941.  
 
On the flyleaf, right under “Price 2’6”, it states “All Proceeds to go to the Funds of the 
S.A.W.A.S (Comforts, Hospital Supplies, Entertainment of Troops, etc., etc.)”. 
 
It is not illustrated, but it has a good number of full-page advertisements for local Cape Town 
businesses. It even has an “Advertisers’ Index”. 
 
Apart from the fact that it was created with a philanthropic purpose, it has a great deal of 
charm because of its unpretentious presentation of the recipes and the ads, and it is so 
reminiscent of the innocence of an era and a place so different to present day.  
I would be happy to give it to you if it is something your library (or any other national 
organization of your recommendation) would be interested in possessing. 
 
Please let me know what you think, and whether your library has any interest. 
 
 



Thank you so much. I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Danielle Dillon 
11553 Chapman Avenue 
Bonita Springs, FL 34135 
U.S.A. 
Tel. 239-261-8728 
Email – angelsarahle@yahoo.com 
 

Benita responded to the email and received an excited response. 

Hello Benita! 
 
Thank you very much for your kind message. I am so glad to hear from you.  
 
I am thrilled that you are interested in putting the "Victory Cookery Book" into your National 
Library Africana collection, and that this little book will finally be going home where it 
belongs. 
 
I will be delighted to mail this to you within the next couple of weeks, and will alert you when 
I have done so.  
 
Warm regards, 
Danielle Dillon 
 
And then the long wait began. Until one day in November 2017, the following email landed in 
Benita’s inbox. 
 
Good morning, Benita -  
 
Apologies for not contacting you sooner about the non-appearance of the promised book 
donation! 
 
You may have seen on the news that South West Florida was directly hit by Hurricane Irma 
on Sept. 10? Well, my neighborhood had a target painted right on it!! The streets were 
completely flooded to a depth of about 3 ft and of course no electricity for weeks. 
 
I won't bore you with the details, but this is definitely not something one would want to go 
through again!! 
 
Right now all my possessions are in storage while my house is stripped of ceiling and floors 
and rehabbed. So I am camping out in a friend's empty condo. All a bit disorienting, as you 
can imagine. 
 
So all this info just to let you know that I will send the book as soon as I can find it in my 
packing boxes, but will definitely get it to you when life returns to normal. 
 
Hope you are well. 
Regards,  
Danielle Dillon 



Benita could sympathise as her daughter’s house had flooded just two weeks before; she 
responded with the following email… 
 
Dear Danielle 
 
I can only imagine the disruption. We had a small storm (in comparison to Hurricane Irma) a 
few weeks ago and my daughter’s house was flooded.  
So I fully understand what you are going through. 
No need to rush, get your live back on track. The National Library is celebrating its 200-year 
anniversary next year.... so I've got a good mind that we will still be here when you finally get 
to the little WW2 cookery book. 
 
Best of luck with the renovations. Stand strong. 
 
Kind regards 
Benita 
 
Time passed with the usual day-to-day business of the NLSA.  But what a lovely surprise on 
9 November 2018 when Benita received a parcel from Danielle Dillon.  Yes, the little WW2 
Victory Cookbook had finally arrived!  Benita sent an email to Danielle to share the happy 
news and received the following response...  
 
Hi Benita - your email just made my day!!! 
 
I am so happy to hear from you, and so pleased that the little book reached you and is finally 
where it belongs.  Thank you for letting me know. 
 
I think I gave you a little bit of background on how I acquired the book when I first contacted 
you, but the full story is as follows: 
 
My mother's sister, Dora Penn (nee Minkinoff), was born in Bialystok, which was then in 
Russia.  Her parents, Sonya and Lipa Minkinoff, fled the pogroms in (I believe) 1917, and 
sailed to South Africa with their two daughters, Dora (the eldest) and Judith.  My mother, 
Bertha, was born after they arrived in Cape Town.  They subsequently moved to 
Johannesburg and lived there for many years.  Dora was married to a man called Benny 
Penn (whose claim to fame was his famous plastic surgeon brother, Jack Penn.  Maybe you 
have heard of him?  He was the go-to man for plastic surgery for a long time!) 
 
Anyway, Dora and Benny moved to Cape Town eventually, where Dora was a very active 
member of the Jewish community, and then to Southern California, where her married 
daughter, Sheila Seid, had moved.  I moved to the U.S. from Johannesburg in 1977, 
originally to take up a job with the Agricultural Department of the South African Embassy in 
Washington, D.C.  (That was when Pik Botha was Ambassador!).  Many years later, when I 
was living in San Francisco in the 'nineties, I visited Dora in San Diego, and she gave me the 
beautiful little book. I treasured it for years before realising that it really belonged back in 
South Africa, and that is when I contacted you. 
 
I do not know exactly where or how Dora acquired the book, but obviously it was during the 
war years, and I have no doubt she used the recipes.  She was an ardent cook and 
homemaker, although not particularly creative, in all honesty.  Just for your amusement, one 
of her favorite dishes was canned salmon with sliced fresh tomatoes, hard boiled eggs and 



mayonnaise!  Tasty but not haute cuisine, if you know what I mean!  Ah well, times have 
changed a lot, haven't they. 
 
So that is the story, as I know it.  If there are any questions I can answer, please email me 
and I will be more than happy to fill in what I can.  I can also ask my cousin Sheila for dates, 
if needed.   
 
Thank you for asking about my house.  It is repaired and liveable, and I was very fortunate 
that everything turned out OK, particularly in light of all the subsequent disasters here, and 
how many people have suffered such awful losses.  I hope your daughter got her house back 
together? 
 
Benita, I hope to meet you one of these days - it will be such a pleasure!  I am determined to 
visit South Africa again before I pop off!  It is still Home for me, in spite of all the years I 
have lived in the U.S.  So I will be sure to contact you before I come!  My big problem about 
traveling is arranging for care for my 15 (yes, you read that right!!) rescue cats while I am 
gone. 
 
Take good care of yourself.  I wish you and your family a wonderful Holiday season.   
 
Warm regards, 
Danielle 
 
The little WW2 Cookbook is now proudly housed at the NLSA’s Pretoria Campus.   
 

Left: NLSA’s Benita Snyman 
with the Victory Cookery Book


